Simultaneous mapping of binocular and monocular receptive fields in awake monkeys for calibrating eye alignment in a dichoptical setup.
We developed a modified Wheatstone stereoscope for simultaneous dichoptical and binocular stimulation in awake monkey. We, therefore, extended the conventional two-screen Wheatstone stereoscope to a setup with an additional third screen viewed binocularly via semi-transparent mirrors. With a sparse noise stimulation we mapped classical receptive field (CRF) positions via each screen independently but simultaneously. This was done for multiple recording positions (16 electrodes) at once in primary visual cortex based on multiple unit spike activity (MUA) and local field potentials (LFP), respectively. The technique can be used to (1) quickly and simultaneously determine binocular as well as left and right eye CRFs, including ocular dominance characteristics (net recording time for the given examples: approximately 2 min), (2) precisely adjust dichoptical stimulation by evaluating offsets between monocular and binocular CRF positions (average spatial incongruency between binocular and left/right eye stimulation after calibration: approximately 0.025 degrees visual angle), and (3) investigate left and right eye interaction in forming binocular CRFs. Due to the precise adjustment of the dichoptical and the simultaneous binocular stimulation investigations on the basis of stereo vision can be done with appropriate eye vergence alignment matching normal binocular viewing conditions in awake animals.